The development of this project is time consuming and expensive. We ask for your help to
make it possible now and in the future. Donations are very welcome in any of the following
three areas of work.

Creation
New music is necessary to move ahead and continue the development, exploration, and research of
the possibilities of both the acoustic and digital instrument. The creation of new music is a very
intensive process involving collaboration between composer and performer. The cost of a new piece
for solo bass clarinet and electronics easily exceeds €2.000, so we need financial help to make it
happen.
In return for your donation, whether you contribute a small share or adopt a whole composition, we
will be happy to send you backstage information on the progress of a new piece of music from both
the composer and performer, invite you to a rehearsal (if held in your country) and of course to the
premiere.

Education
MVG works intensively with composition students on writing contemporary music for bass clarinet.
The students get the opportunity to write microscores for bass clarinet with or without electronics.
Through email, during workshops, and in individual sessions, these scores are worked out in detail.
This enables the students to develop their score and truly explore the instrument. Funds at most
professional music education institutes are not sufficient to support this type of intense
collaboration between a professional visiting artist and students. Your donation will allow more young
composers to learn about writing for bass clarinet, something that is crucial in ensuring that the
instrument remains as prominent as it is now in contemporary music.
You will receive footage and documentation of the workshops and sessions with students.

Electronics
Sonic Spaces uses state of the art electronic equipment and implementation of digital processing in
music. If you choose to make a donation in this area, it will be used for both equipment and
programming of electronic music.
You will receive backstage documentation and footage on the process of implementing and
programming electronic music, as well as demonstrations of the equipment as it is used in the
productions.

Present Bass Clarinet Foundation
This project is supported by the Present Bass Clarinet Foundation (nonprofit). All donations are made
to this foundation. You can donate by bank transfer or through Paypal (credit card) using the details
provided below. Please include 'donation creation/education/electronics’ (choose one), your name,
and email address, so we can thank you and keep you informed.
Bank transfer
account name
account number
IBAN
BIC/SWIFT

Stichting Present Bass Clarinet
49.10.04.427
NL51ABNA0491004427
ABNANL2A

Paypal (credit card)
You can donate through Paypal at account info@sonicspaces.eu or find the donate button on the
website.
www.sonicspaces.eu

